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This book is for you, the one reading 
this, the one who has a violin and 
who has hopes and dreams and 

aspirations. May we walk this path 
together.  
–– Maya 
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Learning To Jam
Understanding What Makes Music Sound Good 
Learning music theory is like a shortcut into the back door of 
music.  

Whether you want to write songs, improvise music, play and speak 
with other musicians, or understood how the pieces you play were 
written, music theory is how to do it. Understanding the ideas in this 
book will forever change what you can do with music.   

I truly believe that learning music theory is one of the most exciting 
aspects of learning music. 

I find it so funny that I just wrote that last sentence, because for 
most of my life I thought that music theory was completely boring, 
and more or less a waste of time. Ask my violin teacher when I was 
in high school –– I never practiced my scales. 

I used to think this way because I didn’t understand the power of 
understanding basic music theory.  
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After graduating high school, I went to university. At university, I 
started trying to learn how to improvise. I was playing with a gypsy 
jazz guitarist at the time, and even though I’d been playing violin for 
over a decade, I had absolutely no clue how to improvise music. I 
just didn't understand what actually made music sound good.  

That's when I realized what music theory was actually for. It wasn't 
there just to torture me with having to practice scales –– music 
theory actually explained how the music that I played every day 
worked.  

Music theory helped me to realize the basic rules for making music 
sound good. 

I started applying some music theory to my improvisations. 
Suddenly, I started to sound a whole lot better. Instead of just 
fumbling around by ear, I now had a roadmap in my brain of what 
notes would or wouldn't sound good.  

I started attending jam sessions with other musicians. I found that 
we shared this common music theory language. We could sit 
down, say something like “Key of E minor!” and then we could all 
launch into a totally improvised jam. The best part was that it 
actually sounded good.  
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Being able to jam with other musicians has since become my 
favourite thing about playing the violin. That’s why this book is 
called “The Jam Book.” 

If you're just starting out with the violin, you might feel pretty 
nervous about the idea of just sitting down to jam with some other 
musicians. Don't worry, I don't expect you to start jamming with 
other people right now –– though you can if you want to! Music 
theory also explains songwriting, chord structures, musical moods, 
and pieces of music themselves. If you're at all interested in learning 
music, then you will be interested in learning music theory.  

How This Book Works 
I’m going to teach you everything you need to know to get started 
with music theory. This book is for complete beginners. You do not 
need ANY prior music theory experience. You don’t need to know 
the names of the notes, you don't need to know what a key 
signature is, you don't need to know what an octave is –– I'm going 
to teach you all of that, step-by-step. 

At the end of the book, there is a practical test. Don't let this 
intimidate you, this is actually the most exciting part of the book! 
This is where I show you how to take all the music theory you just 
learned, and apply it to actually creating music. There will also be 
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video answers to help you with the test. I will send out those video 
answers after you've already read the book –– no jumping ahead!  

As you can probably tell, I really want to share with you the true 
excitement of learning music theory. However, I also don't want you 
to get unrealistic expectations. What I'm going to teach you is 
music theory for complete beginners. You don’t have to know 
anything at all about music in order for this book to make sense. I’m 
going to give you the tools (like the amazing Circle of Fifths!) and the 
knowledge (like how to play in any key signature!) that a beginner 
musician needs. It’ll likely lead to a lot of breakthroughs. However, 
there’s also a whole lot of stuff which this book doesn't teach you. If 
I taught you everything there is to know about music theory, well, 
this book would be well over 1000 pages long, and you'd probably 
give up in frustration. For example, this book doesn't even touch on 
chords yet, which is the next important thing to learn after key 
signatures, and which will lead to even more breakthroughs in your 
jamming and songwriting ability!  

Don't worry though. If you stick with me and you complete this 
book and course, I’ll teach you all about chords in the next book 
and course. We can take things step-by-step!  

I basically just want to make sure you know that the information in 
this book will really change how you understand music, but after 
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you're done here there is even more information which will just 
continue to change how you understand music!  

Actually, for me that's one of the most wonderful parts about music. 
Even though I've been playing for almost twenty years, I still never 
get bored. I can always learn more, and I still always feel a deep 
level of satisfaction whenever I do. Learning violin and music theory 
is like signing up for endless, lifelong satisfaction from learning new 
things. And the more you learn, the better you sound, and the more 
addictive it gets!  

A Story About the Power of Jamming 
After university, I travelled around France with my best friend. I 
hardly had any money, so I would go perform on the street to earn 
enough for hostels, trains, and food. I loved it. Wherever I went, I 
could just pull out my violin and people would actually pay me for it.  

One afternoon we were in Aix-en-Provence, a little town in the 
Provence region of France. I was in heaven –– we had rented a cute 
apartment right in the centre of town, there was a market in the 
morning that sold vegetables and sunflowers, and the narrow 
cobblestoned streets were exactly as I had always imagined them. I 
also noticed that there was an Irish pub in the downtown area, so I 
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decided to go play some Irish tunes nearby there to earn a bit of 
money.  

When I arrived, I heard some people already playing music. At first I 
was disappointed, because I thought I’d have to go somewhere 
else. But when I walked over to where the music was, my heart 
instantly swelled.  

There were two young people sitting on the street next to a 
homeless man, singing and playing music with a guitar and a 
ukulele. They were encouraging people to throw more money into 
the homeless man’s hat. I had seen the man earlier when I was 
walking around, but I hadn’t stopped, and neither had anybody 
else. Now, there was a whole crowd of people standing around 
watching, throwing money into his hat, and shaking his hand. 

The most amazing part was the homeless man’s face. It was lit up 
with the biggest, most genuine smile I had ever seen. He was 
talking to people who stopped to shake his hand, introducing 
himself and constantly repeating “merci, merci beaucoup.” In case 
you don’t know, that means “thank you very much” in French.  

As I stood there, one of the young people saw that I had my violin 
strapped to my back.  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“Hey!” he called. “Come jam with us!” 

So, I introduced myself, and I sat down on the street. I pulled my 
violin out and I started playing. I didn’t know these two young 
people, I didn’t know the songs they knew or how they arranged 
them or what their style was. All I knew was some basic music 
theory, and that was enough. I could figure out the key 
signatures of all the pieces they were playing, and then I could play 
accompaniment and even improvise solos. 

People’s reactions were amazing. So many people stopped, smiled, 
cried, gave money, and were touched by what they saw. The 
humanity and connectedness between countless strangers which 
that small, impromptu jam session created was pure magic. I think 
that everyone who saw that jam session, and everyone who saw 
the smiles on our faces and the homeless man’s face, had a serious 
emotional reaction. 

People threw a lot of money into the homeless man’s hat. A pizza 
store across the street gave him a full size pizza for free. The whole 
scene was a beautiful example of how music can draw people 
together.  
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After we had said goodbye to the man on the street, I left with the 
two young people. We started talking, and we decided to meet that 
night for dinner at their house. So that night, I went over to their 
house with my violin, and we played even more music. Even though 
we still scarcely knew each other, it came effortlessly and created 
an incredibly strong friendship. I still speak to those two people 
frequently, even though I haven’t seen them in about a year. 

I know what you’re thinking. You’re thinking that although that’s 
a nice story, you personally could never get to that level of 
musicianship because you started too late in life, or you’re simply 
not musically talented, or you’re not “creative” enough, or any other 
limitation that you might be feeling right now.  

You’re wrong. Knowing how to jam is more about learning music 
theory than about having some kind of innate “gift.” There are very, 
very few professional musicians who haven’t studied any music 
theory. (The ones who haven’t usually lack a lot of versatility, and 
although they might sound great in the genre they play, they don’t 
have the knowledge base to be flexible or switch genres or styles. 
Basically, they can’t jam).  

This is great news for you. If you have the patience to learn some 
new concepts (ie, start by reading this book), and then practice 
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what you’ve learned, then you can gain musical freedom, and learn 
what makes music sound good.  

Though it may seem hard to believe, I promise that if you put in the 
time and effort to learn how music works, you will experience such 
beautiful moments in your life. I can’t guarantee that they’ll be quite 
so poignant, because that was a pretty remarkable one. But 
everywhere I go, I am able to build friendships and communities 
simply because I am able to jam.  

There is a kind of magic that surrounds musicians when they jam or 
improvise, but what I’m going to show you in this part of the book is 
that this kind of “magic” is not so hard to learn. Knowing how to 
jam and improvise just comes down to understanding how music 
works, and then using that theoretical knowledge to develop your 
own style and confidence.  

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
In Part I of this book, I showed you some of the mechanics that 
you need to know in order to get a good sound out of your violin. 
This kind of information is necessary and can really change how 
you sound. If you want to be able to jam, you first have to 
understand how to play your instrument. But once you know that, 
then it’s time to learn how to understand music.  
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Part II (what you’re reading right now) is all about understanding 
music. It’s going to have a lot of music theory in it. Don’t worry. I 
promise that I will ONLY teach you music theory which is pertinent 
and useful. I will also teach you how to actually use music theory to 
start jamming, experimenting, and achieving greater musical 
freedom. I’m going to hand you the knowledge –– it’s your 
responsibility to learn, practice, and use it!  

As always, I’m here with you. If you need to contact me with a 
question or comment, you can find my contact info by visiting my 
website: www.themusiciangirl.com. I read absolutely everything you 
send me, and will reply as well.  
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

http://www.themusiciangirl.com
http://www.themusiciangirl.com
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The Music 
Part II
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The Twelve Notes Of Music 
Intro to Key Signatures, Octaves, and the Musical Alphabet

What is a key signature?  
A key signature is a kind of “code” for musicians. A key signature 
refers to a collection of seven notes which are spaced at specific 
distances from each other. Different key signatures create different 
moods or sounds, just depending on the notes contained within 
them. There are many different key signatures, and they all have 
very specific names. If you understand how to read and use the key 
signature “code,” then each key signature will tell you which specific 
notes are in its collection. 

For our purposes, we can assume that all the music we play and 
listen to has a key signature.  

A key signature is a set seven notes which create a certain 
sound, and which are used to create pieces of music.  

Although every song has a key signature, not every song has to use 
every note within its key signature. Let’s say that “Song X” is written 
in the key of C Major. This means that Song X will only contain 
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notes which are in the key of C major. However, this doesn't mean 
that Song X has to use every single note within the key of C major. 
C major has seven notes in it. Song X could use just two of those 
notes and still be in the key of C major. A key signature gives you 
a set of notes which create a certain mood, and then 
composers can choose amongst those notes to create a 
piece of music.  

Why does this matter for you?  
If you know what key signature a piece of music is in, then you 
know exactly what notes you can or can't play. Have you ever seen 
two musicians who have never met sit down, look at each other, 
say “key of G,” and then launch into some incredible and beautiful 
musical duet even though they've never played together before? I 
hang around a lot of musicians, so I've seen this lots. In fact, I do it 
all the time myself –– like the story I told you in the introduction of 
this book! Key signatures are amazing because all songs use them, 
and they give you a pre-defined set of notes which already create a 
certain sound when played together. You just have to put them into 
action.  

Besides just being able to play with other musicians, key signatures 
also allow you to better understand the pieces you already know. 
Then, you can start adding little details, notes, and harmonies to 
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the pieces you already know to add variation and make them your 
own. There's a reason for the name "key signature” –– they really 
are key!  

Key signatures are the starting point of music theory. Of course, 
there's always more music theory to learn, and ideally there's some 
other stuff you should know about before being able to just sit 
down with a random musician and improvise something beautiful. 
But you could improvise music using only your knowledge of key 
signatures –– in fact, I did exactly that for about a year before I 
learned anything else! Even if you learn nothing else about music 
theory, key signatures really will make the biggest difference to how 
you understand music.  

So how do you know what notes are contained within 
a specific key signature?  
That's what this book is going to teach you. However, there are a 
few concepts that I have to teach you first. If you already 
understand how notes are named and what octaves are, feel free to 
skip ahead. If you don't, read on.  

The 12 Notes of Music.  
The first thing you have to know is how musical notes are named.  
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There are only twelve notes in all of western music1. Those same 
notes just keep repeating over and over in higher or lower octaves. 
If you already know what an octave is, great. If you don't, I'm going 
to cover that right after this section, so don't worry about it for right 
now. Basically it just means that the same twelve notes keep 
repeating, but in higher or lower pitches.  

Musical notes are all named after letters of the alphabet. However, 
the musical alphabet ONLY goes up to the letter G before 
repeating, and going back to letter A. So we have: 

A   B   C   D   E   F   G 

You might be thinking, but that’s only seven notes! Shouldn’t there 
be twelve in total?  

You're exactly right. There are also notes in between these notes. 
They are called sharp or flat notes, and they are named in relation 
to the main letters.   

A sharp note is one note above the note below it. For example, A 
sharp is just above A. The sharp symbol looks like this: ♯. It is 
1All of the music we play and listen to in the western world is created using the 
western system. There are however some other traditional scale systems from 
Arabic and Asian countries which contain more than 12 tones. I am not familiar 
with these systems, and will not be teaching them. 
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more commonly written by just using the pound key on your 
keyboard: #. 

A flat note is one note below the note above it. For example, B flat 
is just below B.  The flat symbol looks like this: ♭. It is more 

commonly written by just using the lower case “b" key on your 
keyboard: b. 

We could now rewrite the musical alphabet to look like this:  

A  –– A♯/B♭ –– B –– B♯/C♭–– C –– C♯/D♭ –– D –– D♯/E♭––  E 

–– E♯/F♭ ––  F –– F♯/G♭–– G –– G♯/A♭ 

However, if you’re paying close attention, you might notice a really 
big problem with the musical alphabet which I wrote out above. 
Count the notes in it. There are fourteen! Isn’t there only supposed 
to be twelve??  

Yep. There are only supposed to be twelve, so we have to get rid of 
two of them. Way back in history, it was decided that the musical 
alphabet skips B♯/C♭, and E♯/F♭.  

Now, the total, full, complete, 12 note musical alphabet looks 
like this: 
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A  –– A♯/B♭ –– B –– C –– C♯/D♭ –– D –– 

D♯/E♭––  E ––  F –– F♯/G♭–– G –– G♯/A♭ 

Notice that the note in between A and B has two possible names. 
You can either call it A sharp or B flat, but it’s the same note. Notes 
that go by two names but are in fact the same note are called 
enharmonic equivalents. So A# is the enharmonic equivalent of 
B♭, G# is the enharmonic equivalent of A♭, etc. It’s basically just a 

fancy way of saying they’re the same note.  

Hopefully this musical alphabet will make a lot of things make more 
sense. For example, this explains why your violin strings are named 
E, A, D, and G. When you play an open E string, then you’re just 
playing an E note! When you play an open A string, you're playing 
an A note! 

The magic only continues –– when you place your first finger low on 
the G string, then you’ve moved one note up the musical alphabet 
and your new note is called G sharp or A flat. If you scoot that low 
first finger up to “regular” first finger position, then that’s an A. Your 
low second finger is an A sharp or B flat. Your high second finger is 
a B.  
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Octaves –– How the 12 Notes Repeat 
You might be wondering how it can be true that there are only 
twelve notes in the entirety of western music. The violin can play 
more than just twelve notes! And what about a piano, it certainly 
has more than twelve keys!  

This can be explained using the concept of octaves. The twelve 
note scale2 can just keep repeating itself, over and over again. 
Once you finish on note twelve, then if you go one note higher, you 
reach note one again. Magic! But there’s an important difference: 
the FIRST “note one” you played is in a different octave than the 
SECOND “note one.” The first "note one” will sound lower, and the 
second “note one” will sound higher. But they will be the same 
note, and they will have the same name.  

You can prove this to yourself by looking at a piano. Start on any 
note, and count up twelve notes from there. Make sure to include 
the black keys too. I’ve done it for you in the following diagram. 

2For our purposes I will define a scale as a series of notes played in order. In this 
case, the twelve note scale is just all of those twelve notes played in order, from 
lowest pitch to highest pitch. 
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All I did here was choose a random note and count to twelve.  

Pick any note on the piano. If you have a real piano, that would be 
best. Otherwise, just follow along here. Keep one finger on that 
note, and then count up twelve notes until you get back to number 
one –– the same way I did on the diagram above. Now try playing 
the original note you chose, as well as the note twelve notes higher 
from it. They should sound the same. Yes, one is higher and one is 
lower, but if your piano is in tune they will resonate together 
perfectly in your ear.  

Why are these two notes the same, even though one is higher and 
one is lower? It’s mostly just because of how we hear them. It has 
to do with how our ear recognizes frequencies of sound waves. As 
it turns out, two notes 12 steps away from each other sound so 
harmonious in our ear that they resonate as the same note, even 
though one is higher and the other is lower. 

 1      3      4      6      8    10    11     1      3      4      6      8    10
2              5      7      9            12     2             5      7      9
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This is what an octave is. An octave is the distance between 
two notes which are the same. 

You can also use the word “octave” to refer to which octave you're 
playing in. Are you playing in a lower octave or a higher octave? 
You can play a melody way on the far left hand side of a piano and 
it will sound very deep, and then you can play the same melody on 
the right hand side of the piano and it will sound very high –– but it 
will be the same melody, using the same notes, just played in 
different octaves. 

In the diagram above, I used numbers to show the 12 note pattern. 
This was just to make it easy to see and explain. However, we don’t 
name notes with numbers, we name them using the musical 
alphabet! Following is the same diagram, but with the correct note 
names.  

 C       D      E       F       G      A      B       C      D      E       F       G      A       B
   Db       Eb                 Gb      Ab       Bb                 Db       Eb                 Gb       Ab      Bb 
   C#      D#                  F#       G#      A#                  C#       D#                 F#       G#      A# 
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You can do the same exercise with this diagram. Look at the 
diagram and choose any note, then count up twelve notes until you 
reach number one again. The first note you chose, and the note 
twelve notes away should have the same name. That's because 
they're the same note.  

You might be wondering why we’re looking at a piano for all of this. 
We’re learning the violin! Why confuse things by looking at the 
piano, isn’t it different?!  

No. It’s not. All western instruments –– violin, piano, guitar, ukulele, 
bass, flute, saxophone, cello, etc. –– all use and play the exact 
same twelve notes. The only reason why I’m showing you this 
theory stuff using a piano is because piano keys are a really nice 
visual representation of all the notes. It’s hard to “see” the notes on 
a violin fingerboard.  

The 7 Notes of A Key Signature 
Now I’ve shown you that there are only twelve notes in all of 
western music, and that those notes keep repeating in different 
octaves to make them higher or lower.  

The next part is really important: 
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A normal key signature contains a specific selection of seven of 
those twelve notes. This means that if every song has a key 
signature, and every key signature has only seven notes in it, then 
all the music we play and listen to is just a combination of 
seven different notes.  

The most fundamental and basic level of understanding how music 
works is simply understanding which seven notes make up the 
particular song you’re learning. Those seven notes are defined by 
the key signature the song is in, and they follow specific patterns. 

Using this information, we can write a new definition of a song.  

A song is made up of only seven notes, as defined by the key 
signature. These seven notes can occur in any octave(s).  

As always, I have to mention some exceptions. Some pieces 
change key signatures throughout the piece. If the composer wants 
to change the mood of the piece in the middle, a nice way to do 
that is by changing key signatures. That’ll create an audible shift in 
how the piece sounds. In the beginning of your violin studies, it’s 
unlikely that you’ll be learning any pieces which change key 
signatures in the middle. 
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Another exception is that sometimes composers throw in notes 
called accidentals. An accidental is a note which isn’t one of the 
seven notes in the key signature. It’s a note which doesn’t really 
belong in the piece, and it’ll often sound like it doesn’t belong. 
Composers use accidentals often to add a unique sound to the 
piece, or to draw attention to one certain section or note. 
Accidentals have to be specially marked on sheet music.  

Section One Quiz 
The next part in this whole process is learning how key signatures 
actually work, using the twelve note musical alphabet. First though, 
it’s important that you understand everything in the section above. 
Take a moment to see if you can answer the following questions. If 
you can't, go back and review.  

1. How many total notes are there in western music?  
2. How many notes within a key signature? 
3. Does every song have a key signature?  
4. Does a song have to contain every single note which is 

contained in its key signature?  
5. What is an accidental? 
6. What is an octave?  
7. Is a song played in different octaves the same song?  
8. What is an enharmonic?  
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9. Write out the entire twelve-step musical alphabet on a piece of 
paper.  

Section One Quiz Answers 
1. Twelve 
2. Seven 
3. Yes. The only possible exceptions would be very experimental 

pieces of music written by music-theory-mad composers. Such 
pieces would change key signatures or stretch key signatures 
so frequently that they wouldn’t really have any real one key 
signature. I don’t expect you’ll either learn or even listen to 
many pieces like this, at least for now!  

4. No. There are seven notes in a key signature, but a piece of 
music doesn’t have to use all seven of these notes in order to 
still be technically in that key signature. A composer could write 
a piece using only five notes, but it would still fit into a seven 
note key signature.  

5. An accidental is a note in a piece which is not contained within 
that piece’s key signature.  

6. An octave is the distance of 12 consecutive notes. You can also 
think of it as the distance from one note to that same note, but 
with 12 consecutive notes in between. There are many octaves, 
both on piano and on violin. 
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7. Technically yes. A song played using the same notes but in 
different octaves has the same melody. It will sound the same, 
except for being higher or lower. However, most songs are 
written in specific octaves, so playing them in different octaves 
would change what the composer intended. This is a great 
technique when improvising or adding variation to pieces 
though!  

8. One note with two possible names. 
9.    A  –– A♯/B♭ –– B –– C –– C♯/D♭ –– D –– D♯/E♭––  E ––  F  

–– F♯/G♭–– G –– G♯/A♭ 
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Major and Minor Keys 
Tones, Patterns, and the Circle of Fifths

Semi Tones and Whole Tones 
Before I can tell you exactly how key signatures work, I need to 
explain one more very simple concept: tones.  

By now, you know the 12 note musical alphabet, which includes 
every single note which is possible in western music. When you 
start on one note in that alphabet, then move to the next note either 
immediately before or after, then you’ve moved a semi tone or a 
half step. Both mean the same thing.  

When you start on one note in that alphabet, skip a note, and land 
on the next note either before or after it, then you’ve moved a 
whole tone or a whole step. Again, they both mean the same 
thing.  

Here’s a quick example: 
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 A  –– A♯/B♭ –– B –– C –– C♯/D♭ –– D

Half step 
or 

Semi tone 

Whole step 
or 

Whole tone 

Skip one noteNo note in between

Any distance between two notes is called an interval. Whole steps 
and half steps are both different kinds of intervals.  

Major and Minor Key Signatures 
Finally! I have now explained everything that I needed to explain in 
order for key signatures to make sense.  

There are two main types of key signatures: Major and Minor. 
You've probably heard these words before. Often major key 
signatures are associated with a happy sound, and minor key 
signatures are associated with a sad sound. There are many 
different major and minor keys. In fact, there’s a major AND a minor 
key for all twelve notes!  
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There are two common ways to figure out what notes are in a 
particular key signature. I want to show you both, because different 
methods made sense for different people. I personally find the first 
method I'll show you a little bit more difficult at first, but it really 
shows you how major and minor scales are constructed.  

I find the second way I’ll show you to be a bit quicker and easier ––
 however, it all depends on your learning style as to which works for 
you! 

The Major and Minor Patterns: Method 1 
Here’s the good news: Although there are many major and minor 
keys, all major keys are essentially the same, and all minor keys are 
essentially the same. Why? They all follow the exact same pattern.  

Here’s the major pattern:  
W W H W W W H 

Here’s the minor pattern:  
W H W W H W W 

W = Whole Step 
H = Half Step  
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Let’s start by looking at the major pattern. If you start on any of the 
twelve notes, and move up the 12 note musical alphabet using this 
pattern, you will have created a seven note major scale. A scale is 
when you play all seven notes of a particular key signature, in order. 
For example, an A major scale is when you play all seven notes of 
the Key of A major, in order from lowest to highest.  

Let's try to construct an A major scale, using the major scale 
formula. Remember, that formula is W W H W W W H 

I’ll explain how I made this diagram. I started by writing out the 
twelve note musical alphabet. Next, since I wanted to make an A 
major scale, I had to start on A. Then, looking at my formula, I see 
that the first interval in the major pattern is a whole step. So, I skip 
one note and arrive at B. Next is another whole step. I skip another 
note, and arrive at C#/Db. Next is a half step. This time I  move just 

A  –– A♯/B♭ –– B –– C –– C♯/D♭ –– D –– 


D♯/E♭––  E ––  F –– F♯/G♭–– G –– G♯/A♭

W HW

W W W H

 1                                     2                         3                  4

 5                           6                            7
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one note over, without skipping a note in between. Here I land on 
D. I keep going like this, simply following the formula.  

You’ll notice that when I arrive at the 7th note, which is a G#/Ab, I 
still have another half step in the formula left to move. This last half 
step takes me back to A, which is the beginning. I could then play 
the whole scale again in a higher octave!  

Okay, so in the red circles, I have my seven notes. These seven 
notes are the key of A major. Any song, any piece of music, any jam 
session, any chord progression which is in the key of A major will 
use only these seven notes. Let’s write them out here:  

A –– B –– C#/Db –– D –– E –– F#/Gb –– G#/Ab ––  back to A 

This is the A major scale. Unfortunately, it looks kind of messy 
because of all the enharmonic notes. Fortunately, there’s a way to 
fix this. 

Every one octave major or minor scale should be in alphabetical 
order, starting on the root note of the key signature. An E Minor 
scale would start on E, a C Major scale would start on C, and so 
on. Once you reach G, which is the last note in the musical 
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alphabet, then you loop back to the beginning until you reach the 
note you started on again.  

Additionally, no letter can be either repeated or omitted. You can 
definitely have sharp or flat notes, you just can't repeat or omit any 
one letter. For example, you cannot have both a G# and a G in one 
scale, because they both have the letter name “G.” You also cannot 
have a C# immediately followed by an E, because you just skipped 
over D. We can use these new rules to tidy up the A major scale, 
and choose just one name for all the enharmonic notes.  

Recall the A Major scale which we wrote: 

A –– B –– C#/Db –– D –– E –– F#/Gb –– G#/Ab ––  back to A 

The first enharmonic note is C#/Db. There is already a D in the 
scale, but there is no C. Therefore, in the key of A major it is more 
correct to write C#, not Db.  

The second enharmonic note is F#/Gb. There is no F in the scale 
already, but the note afterwards does give the possibility for a G, so 
let's call this note F#.  

The last enharmonic note has to be G#. There’s definitely an A 
already, since we’re in the key of A major, so it can’t be Ab!  
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Now the final A Major scale looks like this: 

A –– B –– C#–– D –– E –– F#–– G# ––  back to A 

Notice that doing this didn’t actually change anything at all about 
the scale, it’s just that instead of using two names for the same 
note, we now have one name for each note.  

Circle of Fifths: Method 2 
Although I hope that all made sense, there is another way to figure 
out the notes of a scale. I find this method a lot easier. 

Remember the rule that all scales should be in alphabetical order, 
with no letter either repeated or omitted? 

We can also use this rule to write out the skeleton for any major or 
minor scale. We won’t know if there are any sharps or flats to put 
in, but at least we can put the notes in alphabetical order.  

Let’s say that we want to write out the skeleton for an E Major 
scale. Just start on E, and go in alphabetical order from there. Now 
we have: 
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E –– F –– G –– A –– B –– C –– D –– back to E  

There’s the framework for our E Major scale! Now, this definitely 
isn’t an actual E Major scale yet, because we don’t know if we 
should add any sharps or flats, or which notes we should add them 
to.  

To solve the puzzle of where to add sharps or flats, we could use 
the first method. This is where we look at the 12 note musical 
alphabet, start on E, use the major formula, and see which notes 
the formula lands on.  

Fortunately, there’s a simpler way to figure this part out.  

The Circle of Fifths 
There’s a really nice logical order to key signatures, flats, and 
sharps. There’s also a really nice diagram to illustrate this 
order, called the Circle of Fifths. You might have even heard 
about this diagram –– it’s been around since the 1670s! It’ll help 
you learn your key signatures all by heart, quickly. 

I’ll show you the diagram in a moment. First I'm going to let you 
know about a few more important facts which will help you to 
understand it.  
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Here's the first important fact: A key signature can have either 
sharp notes or flat notes in it. It can never have both sharp and flat 
notes. 

The next important fact is that all sharps and all flats follow a 
specific order, which never changes. To illustrate, F# comes first, 
then C#, then G#, then D# –– always. You can not have a major or 
minor key signature with just a D# in it. If your key signature only 
has one sharp note in it, then that sharp note has to be F#, 
because it is the first sharp!   

Here’s why both of these facts are so important: If you know 
the order of the sharps and the order of the flats, then all you need 
to do is figure out how many sharp notes or flat notes are in a 
certain key signature. 

To begin, let’s learn the order of the sharps. There’s a simple 
acronym to do this: Father Charles Goes Down And Ends 
Battle. The first letter of each word tells you the order of the 
sharps. F#, C#, G#, D#, A#, E#, B#.  

The order of the flats can be just as easily figured out. If you take 
that same acronym and say it backwards, that’s the order of the 
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flats! Battle Ended And Down Goes Charles’ Father. Bb, Eb, 
Ab, Db, Gb, Cb, Fb.  

To figure out how many sharps or flats should be in each key 
signature, we can use the extremely powerful diagram which I 
mentioned earlier called the Circle of Fifths. Even just knowing 
that it exists is a really good thing for your future music theory 
studies! For now, we’ll use it show us the magic of key signatures. 
Skip ahead to the next page to have a look. Don’t get nervous by 
looking at it, I’ll explain what's going on. 
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Major Keys

Minor Keys

C
F

B

E

D

G

Eb A

F#
Db

Ab

Bb
A

C#

F#

B
E

G#Eb

C

Bb
F

D
G

(1#)

(4#)

(3#)

(2#)

(5#) 
(7b for Cb 
Major)(6#) 

(6b for Gb 
Major)

(5b) 
(7# for C# 
Major) 

(3b)

(4b)

(1b)

(2b)

The Circle of Fifths
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How to Read the Circle of Fifths 
All of the major keys are written outside of the circle, in black.  

All of the minor keys are written inside the circle, in blue.  

The little numbers in brackets show you how many sharps or flats 
are in each key.  

Alright, so right away we can solve the problem of how many 
sharps or flats are in the key of E Major. Look for the “E” written in 
black outside the circle. The number in brackets next to it says 
“4#,” so we now know the key of E Major has four sharp notes.  

Which four sharp notes? Well, the Circle can actually tell us this as 
well, but for now let’s go back to our acronym: Father Charles Goes 
Down And Ends Battle. The first four sharps are always F#, C#, G#, 
and D#.  

So if we take our skeleton E Major scale, then add these four 
sharps, we have:  

E –– F# –– G# –– A –– B –– C# –– D# –– back to E  

DONE. This is our final E Major Scale! 
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You can do this really quickly. Let’s try another scale. How about 
F minor? 

Start writing out the skeleton scale, with no sharps or flats: 

F –– G –– A –– B –– C –– D –– E –– back to F 

Since we're looking for a minor key this time, we have to look at the 
blue letters inside the circle. Did you find F? It’s on the bottom left 
hand side of the circle.  

Look at the bracketed number next to that key. It says four flats.  

Which four flats? Remember the acronym that tells you the order of 
flats: Battle Ended And Down Goes Charles Father. So, Bb, Eb, Ab, 
and Db.  

Let’s put those into the skeleton scale, to create the finished 
product: 

F –– G –– Ab –– Bb –– C –– Db –– Eb –– back to F 
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DONE. You can now practice this scale on your violin to get used 
to how it feels under your fingers! You could also go back and 
check it using the first method, with the 12 note musical alphabet 
and the minor formula. Do you end up with the same scale? You 
should do!  

Sharps and flats in one scale?!  
Note: This section isn’t essential to read right now –– but if you like 
to understand things thoroughly, give it a try. It’ll give you more 
practice constructing scales, and it doesn't take long.  

If you look closely at the circle, you might notice something funny 
about the three keys at the bottom. They have two numbers in 
brackets. One is a number of sharps, and the other is a number of 
flats! The smaller number also specifies it’s for a different scale. 
What’s this about? Isn’t it impossible to have both sharps and flats 
in a key?! And what is this other scale?  

What this means is that you can use either sharps or flats to create 
this exact same scale, and you’ll end up playing the exact same 
notes. Let’s prove this together.  

Let’s try this with the key of B Major. If you look at the circle of fifths, 
you’ll see that B Major can be written with five sharps. In smaller 
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letters, it also says “seven flats for Cb Major.” Alright, first of all, Cb 
isn’t even a note in the musical alphabet! The musical alphabet 
jumps straight from B to C, so what does this mean? 

Well, a “flat” or a “sharp” really just indicate that you should raise or 
lower a note by a half step. Makes sense right –– if you start with F, 
and then make it F#, you’ve moved one half step higher. So if you 
lower C by a half step, then you arrive directly to B. Cb and B are 
actually enharmonic equivalents. Different names, same thing.  

Now let’s prove that B Major with five sharps is exactly the same as 
Cb Major with seven flats.  

Let’s begin with skeleton B Major. 

B –– C –– D –– E –– F –– G –– A –– back to B 

Remember the acronym for order of sharps, Father Charles Goes 
Down And Ends Battle. Our first five sharps are F#, C#, G#, D#, A#.  

Apply those sharps to the skeleton scale:  
B –– C# –– D# –– E –– F# –– G# –– A# –– back to B 
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Great! Now let’s do the same thing with Cb Major and seven flats. 
Start with the skeleton scale:  

C –– D –– E –– F –– G –– A –– B –– back to C 

Since there are seven notes in this scale, and there are also seven 
flats, then we know that every note has to be flat. However, let’s 
confirm with the order-of-flats acronym anyway: Battle Ended And 
Down Goes Charles Father. Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, Cb, Fb.  

Cb –– Db –– Eb –– Fb –– Gb –– Ab –– Bb –– back to Cb 

Now we have our Cb and B Major scales, neatly written out. Let’s 
compare them: 

B  ––  C# ––  D# –– E  ––  F# –– G# –– A# –– back to B 
Cb –– Db –– Eb –– Fb –– Gb –– Ab –– Bb –– back to Cb 

Start with the first notes, B and Cb. I already explained that these 
are actually the same note.  

Next we have C# and Db. These are also enharmonic equivalents 
–– they’re the exact same note, with different names! If you don’t 
believe me, have a look at the 12 note musical alphabet.  
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Next is D# and Eb. Once again… same note.  

Next is E and Fb. So, I know there isn’t an Fb note in the 12 note 
musical alphabet, but remember a flat actually just means “lower by 
a half step.” So if we lower F by a half step, we arrive at E. Once 
again –– same note, different names!  

Keep going like this, and you’ll realize that these two scales are 
actually exactly the same all the way through.  

Although it’s a good idea to understand that these scales are the 
same and why, in practical terms you’d only ever really use B Major. 
It’s far easier to think about five sharps than it is to think about 7 
flats! Since they’re the same scale anyway, there’s no need to over 
complicate things.  
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The Practical Test 
Jamming With Your New Knowledge

Halfway through this book, I gave you a “Section One Quiz” so you 
could test your knowledge. Instead of giving you a “Section Two 
Quiz,” I’m going to give you a practical test instead. Don’t be 
nervous, this is actually the most exciting part of the whole book!  

I promised in the intro to this book that the basic music theory 
which I teach you here will completely change how you understand 
and play music. Right now, you might still be feeling overwhelmed. 
Your brain is trying so hard to process all of this new information, 
that it’s hard to imagine how you would actually use it. Don’t worry. 
I’m going to show you how right now.  

First of all, to put your mind at ease, violinists –– especially beginner 
violinists –– commonly use only about ten keys.  

Keys with five flats or five sharps in them are more difficult to play 
on the violin, and they’re generally avoided. When they are used, it’s 
mostly to play with a vocalist (because vocalists don’t really care as 
much about what key they’re in, so long as it suits the range of their 
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voice), or to play with wind instruments. Wind instruments work a 
bit differently than the violin, and the keys which are easy for them 
to play aren’t so easy on the violin.  

When you’re jamming with a guitar, a piano, a bass, a ukelele, a 
cello, a mandolin, or another similar instrument, then they usually 
prefer the same keys that violinists prefer.  

The most common keys for violin players can be found around the 
top of the circle.  

Common Major Keys: Bb, F, C, G, D, A, E 
Common Minor Keys: A, E, B 

Someone could probably argue that there are other keys which 
are just as common, but in my experience jamming with other 
musicians all over the world, these are the keys which pop up the 
most. The ones in bold are the most common of all. 

The first task of your practical test: figure out what the six 
bolded keys are, and learn those scales on your violin.  

You will find that this is actually easier than you think. Notice that 
C Major and A Minor have the same amount of sharps or flats 
(that is –– none), G Major and E Minor have the same amount of 
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sharps (one), and G Major and B Minor have the same amount of 
sharps (two). That’s because they’re relative scales. They contain 
the exact same notes, they just start differently. G Major starts on 
G, E minor starts on E. It’s just the pattern of intervals which are 
different, and that gives them the unique major or minor sound.  

The second task: Get really comfortable with your C Major scale. 
You just figured out the C Major scale above, so now go over it a 
few times. Really memorize where all your fingers should land. 
Refer to your fingering chart a lot if you need to.  

The third task: Play the C Major scale over a C Major backing 
track. 

If you’re not sure what this means, I’ll explain it step-by-step. 

First, go to YouTube and search for a video called “Backing Tracks 
to Improvise With –– Use the C Major Scale.” Here’s the link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdZbNix4nJM  

I did not make this video, so if for some reason it disappears or 
gets taken down, you can also just search YouTube for a “C Major 
backing track.” There’s a lot of them out there.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdZbNix4nJM
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Press play on the video. You’ll hear a slow and soft background. 
The best part: all of the notes and chords used in this backing 
track are in the key of C Major. It’s kind of like going to a jam 
session with some musicians you don't know, saying “Key of C,” 
and then putting something together.  

Alright, now pause the backing track and go back to the 
beginning. You’ll hear a four beat “count in.” It sounds like four 
little high-pitched taps, before the actual backing track begins. 
Wait for that count in. On 4, when the backing track starts, that’s 
when you can start playing. 

Start by simply playing your C Major scale –– the same one 
you've been practicing. Start on C, then D, then E… same as 
always.  

Pay attention to the timing. Tap your foot to the beat if you can. If 
you’re not sure where the beat is or how to tap your foot to it, 
then go back to the beginning and listen to the 4-beat count in. 
That is the beat. Tap your foot along with the count in, and then 
just keep it tapping at that same pace. Every time you tap your 
foot, move one note up the scale.  

When you reach the end of the scale –– so when you get back to 
C –– start again. Just keep playing the scale, over and over.  
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It probably doesn’t sound terribly exciting, but the notes that 
you’re playing and the notes in the backing track do match up. 
Pretty exciting, right? 

The fourth task: Start improvising. 

Don’t panic. I’ll help you. 

You already know the notes in the C Major scale. 

You have your backing track, and you have the beat figured out. 

You could just go for it and see what happens. Throw around the 
notes of the C Major scale in different orders, and see if something 
good comes out. But be aware, on your first try, you probably 
won’t sound good.  

Now, I’m going to give you some rules and ideas to increase your 
chances of sounding good.  

First, some notes are safer than others. Not every note of the C 
Major scale will sound good at any time, as you’ll probably find 
out. Something that I always do when improvising is to mentally 
make a list of my safe notes, and then keep coming back to 
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them. What I’ll do is to quickly play a bunch of notes in a nice 
passage, and then return to “land” on a safe note. I usually spend 
more time on safe notes than I do on “unsafe” notes.  

What are your safe notes for C Major?  
• C. The root note, or the first note, of the key signature you’re in 

is always your very safest note. You could actually just play one 
long C note throughout this whole backing track. It sure 
wouldn’t sound exciting, but it would work. 

• E. The third note of the scale is another safe note. In the case of 
C Major, E is third note. It’s not as safe as the first note. 
Sometimes you might try it and it’ll clash with the backing track. 
If this is the case, switch to another safe note. Remember, it’s 
totally okay to have dissonance in your improvisation. Actually, 
it’s a good thing! To relieve dissonance and make it sound 
purposeful, you just have to land on a nice, safe, resolving note.  

• F. The fourth note is another safe note. Like the third note, this 
won’t always work with the backing track. If you land on an F 
and it just doesn’t sound right, then just quickly switch to 
another safe note.  

• G. The fifth note is another safe note. Again, sometimes it’ll 
work and sometimes it won’t. If you land on it and it sounds 
weird, switch to another. Remember, the safest option is always 
C!  
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Why do safe notes sometimes clash, and sometimes don’t? This 
has to do with the chord structure in the backing track. That’s 
knowledge for another day. For now, I want you to get familiar 
with the basic idea of improvising within a key signature, before 
we throw a whole other level of complexity into this!  

Alright, back to your fourth and final task in this “practical test!”  

Now that you know your safe notes, try just playing through your 
safe notes while listening to the backing track. If one safe note 
doesn’t work, just switch to another.  

When you feel comfortable, start adding in some other notes in 
the C Major key signature.  

Don’t worry if you sound “bad.” 

You have the knowledge. It takes time to put it into practice! It 
took me time, it took my musical friends time, it’ll take you time as 
well. The most important thing is to keep trying. You already 
sound 100 fold better than you would have before you 
understood any of this theory stuff.  
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The End 
For Now

I hope you’re really proud of yourself. 

You now already know way more about music than the majority of 
musicians. It might be hard to believe, but I’ve even met some 
“professional” musicians who don’t know this stuff as well as you 
do now.  

What now?  

• Keep practicing. Try other key signatures, other backing 
tracks.  

• Keep yourself inspired. Listening to your favourite musicians 
is a fantastic way to develop your own style, and keep yourself 
inspired. 

• Keep in contact. If you have questions, ideas, or just want to 
share a video of your progress, I want to hear from you! Visit my 
website, www.themusiciangirl.com, to get my contact info. 

–– Maya 

http://www.themusiciangirl.com
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